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The Opioid Doctors: Is Losing Your License a Sufficient Penalty for Dealing Drugs?

ADAM M. GERSHOWITZ†

Imagine that a medical board revokes a doctor’s license both because he has been peddling thousands of pills of opioids and also because he was caught with a few grams of cocaine. The doctor is a family physician, not a pain management specialist. Yet, during a one-year period he wrote more than 4,000 prescriptions for opioids—roughly eighteen scripts per day. Patients came from multiple states and from hundreds of miles away to get oxycodone prescriptions. And the doctor prescribed large quantities of opioids—up to 240 pills per month—to patients with no record of previously needing narcotic painkillers. Both federal and state law provides an option to charge the doctor as a drug dealer. When a physician writes a prescription for a controlled substance with no legitimate medical purpose, federal and state law considers it to be the same criminal offense as a street dealer selling drugs in a back alley. Prosecutors, however, did not charge the doctor with dealing opioids. They instead indicted him for possession of the small amount of cocaine and ignored the opioid distribution.1

Prosecutors (and physicians) claim that there has been a massive crackdown on doctors for improper opioid prescribing. This Article challenges that claim by detailing dozens of recent cases in which state medical boards revoked doctors’ licenses for improper opioid prescribing but in which prosecutors never brought any criminal charges for drug dealing. After detailing the egregious conduct of dozens of opioid prescribers, this Article explains why prosecutors are reticent to bring drug distribution charges against doctors and offers a roadmap for reform.

† Hugh & Nolie Haynes Professor of Law, William & Mary Law School. I am grateful to participants in the summer faculty workshop at William & Mary and to Stacy Kern-Scheerer for suggesting we co-teach the course Health, Crime, and the Opioid Crisis. Alden Coffin, Karly Newcomb, and Gabby Vance provided excellent research assistance.

1. These facts are from a real case. See infra notes 228–233 and accompanying text.
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INTRODUCTION

The opioid crisis has a lot of villains. Pharmaceutical companies peddled dangerous drugs without proper safeguards and encouraged deceptive marketing.\(^2\) The FDA failed to properly regulate.\(^3\) The drug distributors—the giant corporations that physically deliver the drugs—did not adequately monitor and stop excessive drug flow.\(^4\) Pharmacies profited by selling more pills than their local communities could legitimately consume.\(^5\) All of this bad behavior has led to corporate criminal liability and billions of dollars in civil litigation.\(^6\)

But what about the doctors who over-prescribed the oxycodone, fentanyl, and other opioids? Have there been adequate steps taken to punish the doctors who actually put the drugs in the hands of patients? To be sure, federal and state prosecutors have brought more criminal charges against doctors in recent years.\(^7\) And with each arrest, the U.S. Department of Justice and state prosecutors have claimed that they have cracked down on bad doctors.\(^8\)

Indeed, because of high-profile prosecutions some ethical doctors fear losing their licenses\(^9\) or being prosecuted for legitimate prescribing they

---

6. Pills are not exclusively to blame for the opioid epidemic. Mexican drug cartels and other gangs have flooded the streets with cheap heroin. See SAM QUINONES, DREAMLAND: THE TRUE TALE OF AMERICA’S OPIATE EPIDEMIC (2015).
8. See, e.g., Sadie Gurman & Sara Randazzo, Dozens of Medical Professionals Charged in Opioids Sting, WASH. POST (Apr. 17, 2019, 7:07 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/dozens-of-medical-professionals-charged-with-illegally-prescribing-opioids-11555533761 (quoting the Department of Justice’s criminal division chief as saying that “when medical professionals behave like drug dealers, the Department of Justice is going to treat them like drug dealers”).
9. See Jayne O’Donnell & Ken Alltucker, Pain Patients Left in Anguish by Doctors ‘Terrified’ of Opioid Addiction, Despite CDC Change, USA TODAY,
believe to be in the best interests of their patients.\textsuperscript{10} As one Kentucky doctor colorfully put it, “many well-intended doctors are unfairly arrested ‘all the time’ in the hunt for those who recklessly contribute to patients’ addictions and fatal overdoses... [They are] the dolphins that get caught in the tuna net.”\textsuperscript{11}

Should the “dolphin” doctors be afraid of being prosecuted for writing opioid prescriptions? In a word, “No.” While prosecutors have begun bringing more prosecutions for improper prescribing of opioids, there has not been a rash of unjustifiable prosecutions. To the contrary, prosecutors have declined to bring criminal charges against many doctors who have engaged in egregious behavior.\textsuperscript{12}

To assess how aggressive prosecutors have been in charging doctors, I reviewed hundreds of news stories over the last few years that reported on medical boards revoking doctors’ licenses for improper prescribing of opioids. In the most egregious cases involving pill mills and other outrageous conduct, prosecutors have in fact aggressively brought criminal charges. Although many of these outrageous cases resulted in arguably lenient plea bargains and light sentences, this Article does not focus on the lenient punishment of doctors who were in fact prosecuted. Rather, this Article explores the dozens of cases in which medical boards revoked doctors’ licenses for opioid prescribing misconduct, but state and federal prosecutors brought no criminal charges. To be clear, this Article does not argue that prosecutors would have airtight cases against every single doctor who lost their medical licenses. Many cases, however, involved flagrant misconduct for which federal and state prosecutors plausibly could have brought criminal charges for drug distribution. This Article details cases in which doctors prescribed outrageous numbers of pills, failed to perform any medical examinations, wrote prescriptions to ordinary patients for opioids approved only for cancer patients while taking money from the drug manufacturer, prescribed opioids to patients clearly exhibiting drug-seeking and addictive behavior, and prescribed opioids in exchange for sex.


\textsuperscript{11} Warren, supra note 10.

\textsuperscript{12} See infra Part III.
This misconduct was egregious enough for doctors to lose their medical licenses but supposedly not serious enough for criminal prosecutions.\textsuperscript{13}

Rather than a story of excessive criminal prosecutions, these cases seem to indicate that prosecutors are relying on medical boards to protect the public and discipline doctors who have engaged in outrageous behavior. On one level, the use of civil rather than criminal remedies makes sense. Revoking a medical license is a civil action that is subject to a much lower standard of proof than a criminal prosecution.\textsuperscript{14}

On the other hand, there are reasons we should expect to see criminal prosecutions when a medical board has revoked a doctor’s license for improper prescribing. First, the standard for criminally prosecuting a doctor for illegally dealing drugs—a showing that the prescription was not for “a legitimate medical purpose” and that the doctor was not acting “in the usual course of his professional practice”\textsuperscript{15}—is often similar to the reasons why a medical board has revoked a doctor’s license.\textsuperscript{16} Second, and practically speaking, it is rare for medical boards to revoke doctors’ licenses.\textsuperscript{17} Proceedings to suspend or revoke medical licenses are lengthy and complicated endeavors involving medical experts and lawyers.\textsuperscript{18} Medical boards are composed of doctors who seem cautious about revoking the licenses of their colleagues.\textsuperscript{19} It is therefore not surprising that when doctors have lost their licenses for improperly prescribing opioids, the conduct has been egregious. Given the flagrant misconduct, we should expect to see accompanying criminal prosecutions in many of those cases. Yet, in dozens of cases, there have been no criminal charges following the license revocations.

\textsuperscript{13} In other cases, prosecutors have charged the doctors with Medicaid fraud or health care fraud, but not brought charges related to prescribing practices. In still other cases, doctors were prosecuted but received extremely light sentences. \textit{See infra} Part IV.A.

\textsuperscript{14} \textit{See} Dineen & DaBois, \textit{supra} note 10, at 32 (“[T]he standard for criminality is at least two steps beyond that which would satisfy the breach requirement in malpractice: from a mistaken doctor (one breach in otherwise careful practice) to a bad doctor (pattern indicating carelessness) to a criminal doctor (pattern indicating knowledge or intention to violate law).”); \textit{see also infra} Part II (detailing how doctors can be held criminally liable under the Controlled Substances Act).

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{See infra} notes 74–77 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{See infra} note 29 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{18} \textit{See infra} notes 46–51 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{19} Just like other group members, doctors are likely susceptible to in-group bias that makes them more prone to under-estimate misconduct by other doctors. \textit{See}, e.g., Jacques-Philippe Leyens, Paola M. Paladino, Ramon Rodriguez-Torres, Jeroen Vaes, Stéphanie Demoulin, Armando Rodriguez-Perez & Ruth Gaunt, \textit{The Emotional Side of Prejudice: The Attribution of Secondary Emotions to Ingroups and Outgroups}, 4 \textit{Personality & Soc. Psych. Rev.} 186, 187 (2000) (“People... interpret more leniently an ambiguous behavior performed by an ingroup member than by an outgroup member [and] they excuse more readily antinormative behaviors committed by an ingrouper than by an outgrouper...”) (citations omitted).
This Article proceeds as follows. Part I explains the lengthy and demanding process for revoking a doctor’s medical license and the resulting rarity of it occurring. Part II then reviews the criminal statutes and regulations that allow prosecutors to bring controlled substances distribution charges against doctors who have inappropriately prescribed opioids and other drugs. Part III is the heart of the Article. It describes more than two dozen recent cases in which state medical boards suspended or revoked doctors’ licenses for egregious opioid prescribing behavior, but for which there has been no federal or state criminal prosecution. Part III describes cases in which doctors: (A) prescribed inappropriate types of drugs; (B) prescribed excessively large quantities of drugs; (C) conducted no physical examinations or laboratory tests before prescribing drugs; (D) appeared to take kickbacks in exchange for prescribing dangerous opioids; (E) prescribed opioids to patients who clearly exhibited addictive and drug-seeking behavior; and (F) traded drugs for sex. Part IV then considers cases in which prosecutors brought less serious criminal charges against doctors but either declined to charge drug dealing or agreed to very mild sentences. Part V seeks to explain the reasons why prosecutors fail to be as aggressive as they could be in charging doctors for opioid drug dealing. Part V explores the availability of easier-to-prove charges, the downside to a vague statutory scheme, the lack of prosecution resources, the prestige of physicians in society, as well as the effect of the recent movement to treat pain as the fifth vital sign. Finally, Part VI proposes targeted funding grants to medical boards and prosecutors to support more rigorous investigation and prosecution.

I. THE CHALLENGE AND RARITY OF SUSPENDING OR REVOKING DOCTORS’ MEDICAL LICENSES

On paper, the standard for revoking a doctor’s medical license is not insurmountably high. Most states have a laundry list of behavior—including fraud,20 willfully making false records,21 prescribing to known drug abusers,22 pre-signing prescription pads,23 failing to conform to the standards of acceptable and prevailing medical practice,24 and delegating prescribing tasks to a person not licensed to do so25—that can authorize a medical board to revoke a license. For instance, Virginia lists twenty-three reasons why its medical board can reprimand, fine, suspend, or revoke a doctor’s license.26 Some of the reasons are extremely broad, for instance “[c]onducting his practice in a manner contrary to the standards of ethics of his branch of the

25. See id. § 11-1A-12.1.aa.
healing arts”27 or “[i]ntentional or negligent conduct in the practice of any branch of the healing arts that causes or is likely to cause injury to a patient or patients.”28

If a doctor is running a pill mill or otherwise misprescribing opioids, there are typically numerous reasons for a medical board to revoke her license.29 For example, imagine a scenario that does not rise to the level of a pill mill, but which is nevertheless far afield from standard medical practice. Let’s say that our hypothetical doctor is a general family physician who is running a very busy practice and seeing one patient every ten minutes. While she is maintaining medical records for the visits and having her staff check patients’ vital signs, the doctor is conducting little to no physical or diagnostic examinations. Nevertheless, she falsely documents examination results in the patients’ charts. At the busiest times of the day, the doctor permits her nurses or staff to use her prescription pad to write a few of the prescriptions. While the doctor is certainly not selling pills for cash, she is aware that some of her patients are engaged in drug-seeking behavior because they have come from hundreds of miles away, they failed earlier drug tests, or they are seeking early refills for suspicious reasons.30 And the doctor is writing a lot of prescriptions for opioids. Although she is a general family physician, she is writing a dozen prescriptions for opioids per day.

Our hypothetical doctor has engaged in misconduct by failing to conduct adequate physical examinations, by falsifying patients’ charts to hide the lack of examination, by prescribing drugs to those likely to abuse them, and by allowing an unauthorized individual to write prescriptions on her pad. The doctor’s behavior is not the most egregious misconduct imaginable, but it is certainly improper.

Are there grounds to revoke our hypothetical doctor’s medical license? Absolutely. Consider what could happen in New Jersey, which as we shall see in Part III below, has publicized its efforts to revoke the licenses of numerous physicians engaged in improper opioid prescribing. Under the New Jersey licensing rules, the medical board can point to at least half a dozen reasons to revoke our hypothetical doctor’s license, including that she:

27. Id. § (A)(12).
28. Id. § (A)(3).
29. In an earlier study, Professor James DuBois and his colleagues studied 100 cases of improper prescribing and categorized the character traits of the doctors. Although that study did not involve a qualitative assessment analyzing the facts of the individual cases, the authors noted that 94% of the doctors in their sample lost their licenses for a period of time and 64% received criminal punishment. See James DuBois, John T. Chibnall, Emily E. Anderson, Michelle Eggers, Kari Baldwin & Meghan Vasher, A Mixed-Method Analysis of Reports on 100 Cases of Improper Prescribing of Controlled Substances, 46 J. DRUG ISSUES 457, 463 (2016).
30. It is well known, for instance, that patients who make multiple claims that their prescriptions were lost or stolen are often engaged in drug-seeking behavior. See 3 DAN J. TENENHOUSE, ATTORNEYS MEDICAL DESKBOOK § 33:10.70 (4th ed. 2018).
• Has engaged in the use or employment of dishonesty, fraud, deception, misrepresentation, false promise or false pretense;

• Has engaged in gross negligence, gross malpractice or gross incompetence which damaged or endangered the life, health, welfare, safety or property of any person;

• Has engaged in repeated acts of negligence, malpractice or incompetence;

• Has engaged in professional or occupational misconduct as may be determined by the board;

• Has prescribed or dispensed controlled dangerous substances indiscriminately or without good cause, or where the applicant or holder knew or should have known that the substances were to be used for unauthorized consumption or distribution; [or]

• Has permitted an unlicensed person or entity to perform an act for which a license or certificate of registration or certification is required by the board, or aided and abetted an unlicensed person or entity in performing such an act.31

In short, on paper it would seem relatively easy to revoke the medical license of our hypothetical doctor.

In reality, however, revoking a doctor’s license is not easy and happens relatively rarely. On average, medical boards impose serious discipline (revocations, surrenders, suspensions, and restrictions) on about 3 of every 1,000 doctors in a given year.32 Moreover, in some states the numbers are far lower.33 Even when hospitals restrict doctors’ clinical privileges, state medical boards often fail to take action. In a study of over 10,000 doctors who lost hospital clinical privileges between 1990 and 2009, nearly 6,000 had “no state medical board action,” even though many of those doctors also had a history of medical malpractice payments.34 An investigation by USA Today summarized the situation as follows:

[The nation’s state medical boards continue to allow thousands of physicians to keep practicing medicine after findings of serious misconduct that puts patients at risk . . . Many of the doctors have been barred by hospitals or other medical facilities; hundreds have paid millions of dollars to resolve malpractice claims. Yet their medical licenses—and their ability to inflict harm—remain intact.35

31. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 45:1-21(b)-(c), (m)-(n) (West 2020).

32. See WOLFE ET AL., supra note 17, at 1.

33. A recent study found that doctors in Delaware are disciplined four times more often than doctors in Massachusetts. See John Alexander Harris & Elena Byhoff, Variations by State in Physician Disciplinary Actions by US Medical Licensure Boards, 26 BRITISH MED. J. QUALITY & SAFETY 200, 204 (2017).


In short, conventional wisdom in the medical community is that medical boards are under-disciplining physicians.36

There are multiple reasons for inadequate medical board discipline. First, medical boards must recognize that a doctor is engaged in problematic behavior. As in many fields, information flow in the medical regulatory community is poor.37 Thus, in many cases, if there is no complaint filed about a doctor by a patient or another physician, the medical board will have nothing to investigate.38

Second, just like lawyers, some doctors have licenses in multiple states. If a doctor’s license is suspended or revoked in one state, the doctor may simply start practicing in another state. A 2018 investigation by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and other media outlets found “at least 500 physicians who’ve been publicly disciplined, chastised or barred from practicing by one state medical board, but are allowed to practice elsewhere with a clean license.”39 In 250 instances, doctors who surrendered their license entirely in one state were able to practice in another state.40 While the federal government maintains the National Practitioner Data Bank, which tracks the professional and criminal history of doctors, medical boards in some states regularly fail to search the database.41 A recent study found that some states with significant opioid problems—for instance, Missouri—almost never query the database.42

Third, and related, as some cases progress through the disciplinary process, doctors will voluntarily surrender their licenses knowing that they have a good chance of simply moving to another state and practicing there without restrictions. According to a recent investigation, “laws in several states—including Ohio and Maryland—require [surrender] information be kept confidential. In others, including Wisconsin, [the fact that a doctor voluntarily surrendered his license] may only be available through a formal open records request.”43 While boards are required to report on voluntary surrenders that

36. See WOLFE ET AL., supra note 17, at 4.
38. Indeed, scholars have observed that the most likely thing to trigger a serious medical board action against a physician is a prior criminal prosecution. See Dineen & DuBois, supra note 10, at 25.
41. See Marso, supra note 37.
42. See id.
happen in lieu of discipline, at least one critic argues that “[m]any medical boards . . . work out deals or arrangements that get around the requirement.”

Fourth, state medical boards have limited budgets and must sift through huge numbers of complaints. In a 2006 study of state medical boards, the average medical board received 100 complaints for every 1,000 doctors. On average, each board staff member handled seventy complaints per year. The heavy caseload burden makes it difficult for medical boards to build a successful case against dangerous physicians.

Fifth, the process for suspending or revoking a medical license involves numerous stages, multiple investigators and decision-makers, and carries procedural protections for the doctors that can make it time-consuming and arduous. After receiving a complaint about a doctor’s conduct, the medical board must investigate. In many cases, the board must obtain medical records for a sample group of patients—this can be time-consuming because complainants may be reluctant to share their records and because accused doctors (especially those represented by attorneys) may resist cooperating with the medical board investigators. After obtaining the medical records, the medical board will often seek out and assign independent doctors to review those records to provide expert assessment. The accused doctors can also retain their own experts. A hearing with witnesses and exhibits follows. In the past, “hearings could be quite informal, but today such adjudicative hearings more closely resemble a non-jury trial in a civil court.” In some states, the hearing occurs before an administrative law judge who makes findings and sends a proposed decision to the state medical board. The board then makes a decision whether to revoke the doctor’s license. Thereafter, the doctor may be able to challenge the revocation in court.

The revocation process is rife with challenges. A report by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on the efficacy of state medical boards noted that “Board staff must overcome barriers to obtaining medical

44. Id.
46. Id.
47. See id. at 24–28.
48. See id. at 36–37.
50. See BOVBJERG ET AL., supra note 45, at 27.
51. Id.
records from physicians, [and] their own understaffing. Because of the need for experts and testimony, a fully-contested revocation proceeding can cost more than $100,000. Because of the steep costs of proving that a doctor failed to meet the standard of care, boards often focus on less serious offenses—such as failure to report information—that are easier to prove.

Sixth, even when medical boards can navigate the process, there is still the problem of in-group bias and leniency toward colleagues. Medical boards are often comprised of physicians, and there is reason to believe that professionals are reluctant to rigorously discipline their colleagues. Studies of lawyers indicate that they are reluctant to turn in colleagues for ethics violations. Critics make the same argument with respect to doctors, and with good reason. A research study of doctors disciplined for criminal activity found that 67% of insurance fraud convictions and 36% of convictions related to controlled substances were associated with only non-severe discipline by medical boards.

Think back to our hypothetical doctor, who was failing to conduct adequate examinations, falsifying patient charts, allowing others to use her prescription pad, and writing prescriptions to those engaged in drug-seeking behavior. Although there are grounds in the New Jersey regulations to revoke her license, do you think that the medical board would do so? Based on the obstacles described above, it seems more likely that our hypothetical doctor will keep her license.

To put it in a real-world context, consider the somewhat analogous case of Dr. Bruce Coplin of New Jersey. Undercover federal and state investigators posed as patients and video-recorded Dr. Coplin giving them opioids in spite of red flags. The investigators found that Dr. Coplin would falsely record physical examinations that did not occur and would ignore patients’ failure to complete x-rays he had ordered. On two occasions, he “blithely ignored

54. BOVBERG ET AL., supra note 45, at vii.
55. See id. at 40–41.
56. See id. at viii.
58. Fauber & Wynn, supra note 43 (“Physician Sidney Wolfe, a longtime critic of lax discipline by state boards, noted the panels are often made up largely of doctors, who can be sympathetic to those facing discipline.”).
60. See supra note 29 and accompanying text.
61. See supra notes 36–57 and accompanying text.
63. Id. at 7.
direct statements made to him by undercover investigators that revealed that the ‘patients’ had engaged in diversion of pills.’\textsuperscript{64} For instance, Dr. Coplin ignored the undercover agent’s statement that she had “sold some of her pills for rent money.”\textsuperscript{65} Additional investigation revealed that Dr. Coplin increased the quantity of opioids without conducting physical examinations and based only on the patients’ subjective statements or requests for higher doses.\textsuperscript{66} Dr. Coplin charged some patients $350 in cash for an initial visit and $125 for “extraordinarily short follow-up visits,”\textsuperscript{67} which is a warning sign for improper prescribing. He also pre-signed prescription pads so that staff could fill in prescriptions for him.\textsuperscript{68}

In light of this and additional evidence, the New Jersey Department of Consumer Affairs and the state Attorney General asked for Dr. Coplin’s medical license to be temporarily suspended immediately.\textsuperscript{69} As noted above, the New Jersey licensing rules provide numerous grounds for revoking a license under these circumstances.\textsuperscript{70} The medical board agreed that he was a “clear and imminent danger”\textsuperscript{71} but would only go so far as to forbid him from prescribing controlled substances.\textsuperscript{72} Over the objections of the state Attorney General, the medical board allowed Dr. Coplin to continue practicing medicine.\textsuperscript{73}

* * *

In sum, medical boards have considerable regulatory authority to revoke the licenses of doctors engaged in misconduct. Yet, medical boards appear to take serious disciplinary action relatively rarely. Thus, when state medical boards revoke doctors’ licenses for inappropriately prescribing opioids, there is likely a very strong case that the doctors have been prescribing dangerous drugs outside the usual course of professional practice and without a legitimate medical purpose. While criminal prosecution may not be appropriate in all of those cases, it is likely appropriate in many of them. As we shall see in Part III below, however, in many egregious cases in which medical boards revoked doctors’ licenses for improper prescribing of opioids, prosecutors declined to bring charges against the doctors for unlawfully distributing controlled substances. Before turning to those cases though, Part II explores the law that allows doctors to lawfully distribute controlled substances, and the statutes and

\textsuperscript{64} Id.
\textsuperscript{65} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} Id. at 6.
\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 6 n.7.
\textsuperscript{68} Id. at 10 n.9.
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 13–14.
\textsuperscript{70} See supra note 31 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{71} Bruce Coplin, supra note 62, at 8.
\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 13.
regulations that permit prosecutors to bring criminal charges against doctors for failing to comply with their statutory obligations.

II. THE CRIMINAL LAW AUTHORIZING PROSECUTION OF DOCTORS FOR INAPPROPRIATELY PRESCRIBING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

Although doctors are licensed to prescribe controlled substances, it is possible for them to do so in a way that violates federal and state criminal law.

The federal Controlled Substances Act makes it unlawful “for any person knowingly or intentionally... to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, or possess with intent to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, a controlled substance.”

However, another section of the federal criminal code specifies that

Persons registered by the Attorney General under this subchapter to manufacture, distribute, or dispense controlled substances... are authorized to possess, manufacture, distribute, or dispense such substances or chemicals (including any such activity in the conduct of research) to the extent authorized by their registration and in conformity with the other provisions of this subchapter.

Thus, if doctors are properly registered, they may possess and distribute drugs that ordinary citizens cannot.

Physicians’ unique authority to prescribe drugs does not mean they are not subject to restrictions however. Federal regulations provide that for “[a] prescription for a controlled substance to be effective [it] must be issued for a legitimate medical purpose by an individual practitioner acting in the usual course of his professional practice.”

The federal regulations further provide that “[a]n order purporting to be a prescription issued not in the usual course of professional treatment or in legitimate and authorized research is not a prescription,” and the person issuing it “shall be subject to the penalties provided for violations of the provisions of law relating to controlled substances.”

On their face, the regulations therefore indicate that doctors can be subject to criminal liability for drug distribution if they knowingly issue a prescription without a legitimate medical purpose outside the course of professional practice. The Supreme Court embraced this interpretation over forty years ago in United States v. Moore. In that case, a physician contended that his registration exempted him from criminal liability altogether under 21

74. 21 U.S.C. § 841(a).
75. 21 U.S.C. § 822(b).
76. 21 C.F.R. § 1306.04(a) (2020).
77. Id.
U.S.C. § 841(a) (the primary section of the Controlled Substances Act), but the Court disagreed and held that registration only protected “lawful acts.”

In short, if doctors knowingly write prescriptions that are not for a legitimate medical purpose, they are subject to criminal liability. States have similar criminal liability regimes. Of course, the term “legitimate medical purpose” is open-ended and far from clear. Nevertheless, in the aftermath of Moore, courts have upheld § 841(a) drug distribution convictions when:

- the physician sells prescriptions;
- the prescriptions are issued without any prior, or an inadequate, physical examination of the patient;
- the prescription is written by physician to a fictitious patient or to a patient not present at the time the prescription was written;
- the physician is aware that the medication is not or will not be used for a medical purpose;
- the physician writes prescriptions for a patient too frequently; and
- the physician writes prescriptions for a large amount of controlled substances to an individual patient.

Some observers have suggested that the defenses that physicians have asserted to drug distribution charges in the past seem to be less successful in recent cases. Two health lawyers have argued that “[r]isky prescribing without actively verifying patient suitability for controlled substances and without remaining vigilant throughout the course of treatment can result in [criminal liability].... Physicians can no longer rely on the defenses of good faith, willful ignorance, trusting the patient, calculated risk, or lack of foreseeability” to avoid criminal liability.

Some scholars have been critical of the more aggressive prosecutions of doctors under the Controlled Substances Act. For instance, Professor Deborah Hellman has argued that prosecutors’ ability to bring criminal cases by asserting that physicians have been willfully blind forces doctors to choose between their professional duty to trust patients and a fear of criminal liability. Over a decade ago, Professor Diane Hoffmann forcefully argued

80. Id. at 131.
82. See Deborah Hellman, Prosecuting Doctors for Trusting Patients, 16 GEO. MASON L. REv. 701, 707 (2009) (noting that the federal regulations are “problematic in application because of the failure to provide clear standards to determine when a doctor is practicing medicine and when he is not”); Katherine Goodman, Note, Prosecution of Physicians as Drug Traffickers: The United States’ Failed Protection of Legitimate Opioid Prescription Under the Controlled Substances Act and South Australia’s Alternative Regulatory Approach, 47 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 210, 225–26 (2008).
84. Barnes & Sklaver, supra note 81, at 143–44 (footnotes omitted). Physicians can still invoke a good faith defense, but the law is unsettled on the scope of the good faith defense. See Goodman, supra note 82, at 231–35, 243 (reviewing court decisions and arguing that an objective test “impermissibly lowers the criminal standard into a finding of little more than medical malpractice”).
85. See Hellman, supra note 82, at 702.
that prosecutors were too aggressive in bringing criminal charges against doctors who prescribed opioids.\textsuperscript{86} She explained that allowing a physician to be convicted for prescribing without a legitimate medical purpose and outside the usual course of her professional practice:

harms not only the physicians who are arguably wrongly accused but also the patients of these physicians and other individuals who suffer from chronic pain. Because many physicians fear criminal sanctions for prescribing opioids, pain sufferers may not be able to receive adequate pain care. The law enforcement climate surrounding prescribing opioid analgesics appears to be causing some physicians to stop prescribing opioids or stop treating chronic pain patients, reducing an already very small number of physicians willing to treat these needy patients. As a result, the physicians who continue to see patients with chronic pain also make themselves an easy target for law enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{87}

Since Professor Hoffmann’s article in 2008, the opioid crisis has exploded beyond what anyone could have predicted. Although hard numbers are difficult to come by, it appears that as greater attention to the crisis has increased, so too have prosecutions.\textsuperscript{88} Nevertheless, this does not mean that prosecutors have been overly aggressive or even sufficiently aggressive in targeting doctors who have misprescribed opioids. As Part III details below, there have been many instances in which state medical boards suspended or revoked doctors’ licenses but in which prosecutors did not bring criminal charges.

III. REVOKING DOCTORS’ LICENSES BUT NOT PROSECUTING

Over the last few years, state medical boards\textsuperscript{89} have revoked the licenses of scores of doctors because of the way they prescribed opioids. In many of these revocations it seems clear that the state medical boards believed that the doctors misprescribed opioids and therefore did not act with a legitimate medical purpose in the usual course of professional practice. State medical boards have revoked doctors’ licenses for, inter alia, prescribing too many pills,\textsuperscript{90} prescribing pills without physical examinations,\textsuperscript{91} prescribing


\textsuperscript{87} Hoffmann, \textit{Treating Pain}, supra note 86, at 235 (footnote omitted).


\textsuperscript{89} States have a variety of names for the administrative bodies that license and discipline doctors. For ease of exposition, when not talking about a specific entity, I simply use the term “medical board.”

\textsuperscript{90} \textit{See supra} Part III.A.

\textsuperscript{91} \textit{See supra} Part III.B.
inappropriate types of opioids, and for selling pills for cash or sex, to name just a few common scenarios. In many cases where the medical boards revoked licenses, there also appears to be a compelling basis upon which prosecutors could bring criminal charges for distributing controlled substances.

This Part analyzes more than two dozen recent cases in which medical boards revoked or suspended doctors’ licenses but for which there was no criminal prosecution. To be clear, this is not an exhaustive list of cases. In some states, it is very difficult to discover when doctors have been disciplined for improper prescribing. Thus, there are likely many cases of doctors being disciplined for opioid prescribing that are not publicly known. The cases that follow are those that have been the subject of media reporting.

To offer a baseline, I begin in Part III.A with cases in which the medical boards seemingly revoked the doctors’ license for negligence and for which a criminal prosecution for controlled substances distribution would therefore have been inappropriate. Thereafter, I move to more worrisome cases in which a prosecutor could have considered a criminal prosecution. As in the rest of the criminal justice system, the strength of the cases varies. In some, the actions of the doctors are so egregious that they seem to cry out for criminal prosecutions. In others, it would be more challenging for prosecutors to convince a jury that the doctors knowingly issued a prescription without a legitimate medical purpose outside the course of professional practice. My point here is not to argue that all of these cases would be slam dunk criminal prosecutions. There are likely reasons—both apparent from the news reports and unknown to the general public—that some of the cases described below would be difficult to prosecute. Thus, to be very clear, I am not suggesting that every one of the doctors below should have been criminally prosecuted. Nor am I arguing that prosecutors never mistakenly bring charges against defendants who should not have been swept up in the criminal justice system. Instead, I am seeking to make a descriptive claim at a broad level: The cases detailed below indicate that, as a general matter, prosecutors are erring on the side of non-prosecution for doctors involved in the opioid crisis.

A. NEGLIGENT MEDICAL PRACTICE

Before delving into the cases with more egregious facts, I want to pause to distinguish “traditional” medical negligence cases. It may offer some perspective to consider a few cases in which doctors lost their licenses for being sloppy or exercising poor medical judgment. To put matters simply, these cases seem not as bad as the behavior of the doctors in the Subparts below. As such, it is not surprising that we do not see criminal prosecutions arising out of these cases.

92. See supra Part III.C.
93. See supra Part III.E.
For instance, in 2017, the Kentucky Medical Board revoked Dr. David Swan’s medical license in large part because he was prescribing inappropriately high doses of Suboxone, specifically the drug buprenorphine. That drug is a partial agonist that blocks opioid receptors in the brain. At twenty-four milligrams, all of the receptors in the brain will be blocked and thus additional dosing is fruitless and poses an unnecessary danger. Yet, Dr. Swan prescribed patients thirty-two milligrams of the drug. A doctor who consulted for the Kentucky Medical Board described Dr. Swan’s dosing of the drug to show “gross ignorance of the applicable standards.” However, nothing in the Medical Board’s lengthy order revoking Dr. Swan’s license indicated criminal activity.

Even when deaths occurred, it is possible that the cases merit action by the medical board but not prosecutors. For example, the State of Washington suspended the license of Dr. Ann Kammeyer because she was improperly prescribing opioids in potentially lethal doses and in dangerous combinations of drugs. In fact, two of her patients died. Although, Dr. Kammeyer was a family physician rather than a pain management specialist, over fifty percent of her patients saw her for pain. The state medical commission found that Dr. Kammeyer was “prescribing pain medications to patients with insufficient and often missing diagnoses, treatment plans, charting, monitoring, pain management referrals and insufficient safeguards to minimize the risk of drug diversion and abuse.” The medical board’s findings paint a picture of a doctor who was negligently prescribing opioids, but not one who was knowingly prescribing drugs with no legitimate medical purpose.

These cases are frightening but probably not criminal. While the doctors should not have been writing the opioid prescriptions they issued, there is no evidence that they knew there was no legitimate medical purpose for the prescriptions. The cases detailed below present factual situations that would more easily lend themselves to criminal prosecution.
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B. PRESCRIBING INAPPROPRIATE QUANTITIES OF DRUGS

In many cases, doctors were caught prescribing far too many pills or prescribing doses that far exceeded the standard of care. Yet, in a number of recent cases, prosecutors have declined to bring charges even though medical boards have revoked doctors' licenses.

Dr. Joel Glass—a psychiatrist—lost his medical license after prescribing massive quantities of opioids. The New Jersey State Medical Board found that he prescribed more than 33,000 oxycodone pills to a single patient in a period of roughly two years without conducting any physical examinations. That amounts to roughly forty pain pills per day. In another case, he prescribed over 42,000 pills to one patient over a five-year period without conducting a physical examination or any diagnostic tests.

The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) was involved in the investigation of Dr. Glass, and the New Jersey Attorney General commented that a patient “could not have taken all the drugs allegedly prescribed to him by this doctor and survived.” Despite the DEA’s involvement and the strong statement from the state Attorney General, there appears not to have been any federal or state criminal prosecution for controlled substances distribution.

In another New Jersey case, the medical board revoked the license of Dr. Eddie Gamao for consistently prescribing excessive doses of opioids to more than 100 patients. During a one-year period, he prescribed more than 150,000 units of OxyContin and exceeded recommended doses in 80% of the prescriptions. Over a “one-year period, he prescribed more than 9,000 oxycodone pills in the strongest available” dosage to an 88-year-old woman and two members of her family. The doses were more than triple what was recommended by the CDC. There appears not to have been any state or federal prosecution.
The Florida Medical Board eventually revoked the license of Dr. Mark Kantzler after a patient died during experimental stem cell treatments.\(^{114}\) Previously, there had been medical malpractice lawsuits against him for accusations that he “overprescribed pain medication” to three patients who overdosed and died.\(^{115}\) He was not prosecuted.\(^{116}\)

In Tennessee, Dr. Michael Tittle—a dentist—agreed to give up his medical license after “admitting to giving about 200 opioid prescriptions to a handful of patients despite questionable justification in his medical records.”\(^{117}\) Dr. Tittle had written seventy-one opioid prescriptions—each with an average of ten pills—to a single patient in the span of six months.\(^{118}\) In another case, Dr. Tittle had allegedly prescribed 110 tablets of opioids to an individual, even though there was “no documentation of the patient ever being seen in the office.”\(^{119}\) It appears he was not prosecuted.\(^{120}\)

In Michigan, the Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs temporarily suspended the medical license of Dr. Zeyn Nez Seabron.\(^{121}\) The regulatory body found that Dr. Seabron was at the very top of prescribers for oxycodone and oxymorphone in the entire state of Michigan.\(^{122}\) During a nine-month period, he wrote 5,809 prescriptions for controlled substances, of which 99.19% were for oxycodone and oxymorphone.\(^{123}\) Assuming a five-day work week, that amounts to roughly thirty prescriptions of opioids per day. During that time period, patients paid cash for 27.11% of the prescriptions, which is “several times the state average of approximately 10% for cash payment and suggests that prescriptions were filled for illegitimate purposes.”\(^{124}\) The drugs oxycodone and oxymorphone are often diverted.\(^{125}\) Neither federal nor state prosecutors have brought charges against Dr. Seabron.\(^{126}\)


\(^{115}\) Id.

\(^{116}\) A search of federal and state criminal court dockets did not turn up criminal charges.
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\(^{120}\) A search of federal and state criminal court dockets did not turn up criminal charges.
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The Arkansas Medical Board suspended the license of two pain clinic doctors who at one time practiced together. In a search warrant for their office, the DEA alleged that the two doctors wrote a combined total of two million doses of opioids in just a two-year period. Dr. Donald Hinderliter prescribed more than 800,000 doses of opioids to just 462 patients. Worse yet, Dr. Cecil Gaby prescribed more than 1.1 million doses of opioids to only 347 patients. Four of their patients died from overdoses. According to a news report, a former patient of Dr. Gaby said that he “runs a pill mill . . . a person can obtain any amount of pharmaceutical narcotics. This is known to everyone in the pill world.” Wal-Mart pharmacies had placed both doctors on a “Do Not Fill List.” Although the DEA executed a search warrant, which was unsealed in November 2018, and Dr. Gaby had his license suspended, to date there have been no criminal charges.

C. PRESCRIBING INAPPROPRIATE TYPES OF DRUGS

The tragedy of the opioid crisis is not just patients with no need for opioids receiving them. For many patients in severe pain, opioids may have been appropriate. But there are different types of opioid drugs. Some painkillers are incredibly powerful and are not intended for traditional pain. Nevertheless, drug companies pushed these powerful painkillers for the mainstream marketplace even though they were not approved for that purpose. To help them, the pharmaceutical companies hired doctors as speakers and thought leaders. These doctors became top prescribers of the powerful opioids and doled them out to patients who likely did not need such powerful and dangerous drugs.

The case of Dr. Kenneth Sun is a good example of a doctor who seemingly could have been prosecuted by either state or federal prosecutors for distributing the wrong type of controlled substance. Between 2012 and 2016,
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Dr. Sun prescribed Subsys—an extremely powerful fentanyl-based opioid painkiller approved only for cancer patients—to nearly 800 patients who did not have cancer. Subsys is so powerful that it "is up to 100 times more potent than morphine." It simply should not be used for patients suffering traditional pain. In a review of the medical records for eight of Dr. Sun’s patients, the medical board found that:

Sun failed to periodically make reasonable effort to stop the use of the prescribed opioid or to take any other steps in an effort to reduce the potential for abuse or the development of physical or psychological dependence. Moreover, Respondent failed to keep accurate and complete medical records for each of the eight Subsys patients at issue, and in some instances maintained within his patient record documentation which mischaracterized the patients’ diagnoses and/or the etiology of their pain.

The nearly 800 Subsys prescriptions generated almost $5 million in revenue for the drug’s manufacturer. At the same time, the manufacturer paid Dr. Sun over $117,000 in speaking and consulting fees related to the drug.

The medical board temporarily suspended Dr. Sun’s license in December 2016, and nearly two years later, it revoked his license altogether. In New Jersey, the civil arm of the Attorney General’s Office appeared before the medical board to advocate for discipline, and the Attorney General repeatedly commented about Dr. Sun’s case. Nearly a year before Dr. Sun’s license was permanently revoked, the Attorney General said “[t]his kind of profit-based drug dispensing is what you’d expect from a street-corner dealer, not a trusted health care provider.” And at the time of the license revocation, the Attorney General’s office patted itself on the back by explaining, “Dr. Sun pushed a dangerous opioid painkiller on patients who didn’t need it and weren’t approved to receive it. The revocation of Dr. Sun’s license is simply the latest in a growing list of actions we are taking against the doctors who have fueled this public health crisis.”
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Yet, despite taking credit for revoking the licenses of dangerous doctors like Dr. Sun, the New Jersey Attorney General never brought a criminal prosecution for controlled substances violations against him. Nor did federal prosecutors. The only criminal charges brought against Dr. Sun was a June 2019 indictment for taking bribes and kickbacks from the manufacturer of the opioid Dr. Sun prescribed.

Nor was Dr. Sun the only New Jersey doctor to prescribe inappropriate drugs. Indeed, some doctors prescribed opioids even though they did not see patients for pain management. For instance, the New Jersey State Board of Medical Examiners suspended the license of a podiatrist after discovering that he had prescribed medication unrelated to podiatry to thirteen patients. Dr. James Ludden prescribed large quantities of fentanyl and other drugs to a patient, and he also wrote prescriptions for the patient’s 93-year-old mother, even though Dr. Ludden never examined her. Fentanyl is an incredibly powerful opioid that is thirty to fifty times more powerful than heroin. In 2016, fentanyl was responsible for one-third of the nearly 65,000 fatal opioid overdoses in the United States. Fentanyl was, most famously, responsible for the overdose deaths of musicians Tom Petty and Prince. Dr. Ludden’s patient, who was prescribed fentanyl, was later found dead in a hotel room at his son’s wedding. Neither federal nor state prosecutors brought criminal charges against the podiatrist for improperly prescribing one of the most powerful opioids on the market.

D. PRESCRIBING OPIOIDS TO PATIENTS WHO EXHIBITED DRUG-SEEKING BEHAVIOR

Doctors must be cautious not to give drugs to patients who will “divert” them or otherwise abuse the drugs. For instance, if a doctor believes that a patient is selling the drugs to other individuals, the physician should obviously
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not issue another prescription. Similarly, if the doctor believes a patient is addicted and is not following dosing instructions, the doctor should not continue to write prescriptions. Medical boards have revoked the licenses of doctors who prescribed opioids to patients exhibiting diversionary or drug-seeking behavior. Prosecutors, in some cases, have declined to bring criminal charges.\textsuperscript{157}

The Virginia Board of Medicine revoked the license of Dr. Brian Bittner because he continued to prescribe drugs to patients who exhibited addictive behavior.\textsuperscript{158} For instance, a patient repeatedly and unconvincingly claimed that her OxyContin prescription had been stolen, yet Dr. Bittner continued to write her further pain medicine prescriptions.\textsuperscript{159} For another patient with indications of substance abuse problems, Dr. Bittner “continued to prescribe abusable controlled substances . . . after [the patient] had been voluntarily committed or self-admitted for inpatient and outpatient substance abuse.”\textsuperscript{160} In a review of seventeen patient files, the medical board documented numerous other instances in which Dr. Bittner prescribed opioids to patients who had implausible claims that their previous prescriptions were lost, stolen, or that their medication otherwise ran out prematurely.\textsuperscript{161} Neither federal nor state prosecutors brought criminal charges.\textsuperscript{162}

In Oklahoma, the State Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision revoked the license of Dr. Tamerlane Rozsa, who was the state’s number one prescriber of promethazine and codeine.\textsuperscript{163} Codeine is an opiate and, when mixed with soda, is known on the street as “lean.”\textsuperscript{164} Dr. Rozsa was known as the “Queen of Lean.”\textsuperscript{165} The evidence presented during her license revocation hearing demonstrated that she “supplied drug dealers and drug abusers with prescriptions.”\textsuperscript{166} The evidence supported the conclusion that Dr. Rozsa
“disregarded urine samples indicating patients with prescriptions were not taking their prescriptions but were using them for other purposes.”

According to a news report, Dr. Rozsa “saw patients at all hours of the night and prescribed potentially lethal dosages of what patients requested, not what was medically necessary. She accepted only cash.” Although her license was revoked, prosecutors did not bring criminal charges.

E. SEX WITH PATIENTS

Physicians across the country have lost their licenses for having sex with patients. Some of these doctors were simultaneously prescribing opioids while engaging in sexual relationships with patients.

In Maryland, Dr. Joseph Randall surrendered his medical license (rather than contest the medical board charges) after allegations from multiple women that he exchanged opioid prescriptions for sex. A patient with a history of drug abuse told investigators that Dr. Randall “demanded sex in exchange for writing prescriptions for controlled dangerous substances” and that “[p]harmacy records showed that Randall continued to write the woman more than 40 prescriptions for controlled dangerous substances between October 2012 and October 2014, even after the woman had been discharged from the practice.” In addition to demanding sex from women in exchange for narcotics, the medical board also accused Dr. Randall of “over-prescribing controlled-dangerous substances, keeping inadequate records, and not adequately recommending alternate forms of pain management such as physical therapy.” No criminal charges were filed based on his opioid prescribing.

In Tennessee, Dr. Frederick Hodges lost his license for having sex with patients and writing improper opioid prescriptions. According to the local newspaper, “Hodges’ actions violated the Tennessee Medical Practice Act, which prohibits dispensing controlled substances not in the course of
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professional treatment and not keeping proper records.’” He was not prosecuted.

F. PRESCRIBING DRUGS WITHOUT EXAMINATION

Some doctors have prescribed opioids without conducting any physical examinations or diagnostic imaging tests. In some cases, it appears the doctors were simply selling drugs out of their offices—patients would pay a fee (ostensibly for the office visit) and leave with an opioid prescription. In other instances, doctors were generally running reputable medical practices but over-prescribing to some patients.

For instance, in July 2014, Dr. Binod Sinha was caught on video selling an opioid prescription to an undercover investigator for $200 in cash. Thereafter, when investigators sought information on that patient, Dr. Sinha created a fake medical record. Eventually, in December 2017—more than three years after being caught on tape—the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners revoked his license. The medical board found that he had engaged in “egregious misconduct” and “wildly indiscriminate prescribing.” While the board ordered Dr. Sinha to pay over $200,000 in civil fines and reimbursements, it does not appear that state or federal prosecutors brought any criminal charges.

As detailed in Part III.G below (which discusses doctors engaging in multiple types of misprescribing), the failure to conduct any physical or diagnostic examination runs hand-in-hand with other serious violations of the standard of care. For instance, doctors who fail to conduct physical examinations also often prescribe too many pills or allow nurses and staff to write prescriptions on their behalf. Part III.H below describes these multi-factored cases.

G. NUMEROUS INAPPROPRIATE ACTS, INCLUDING PRESCRIBING INAPPROPRIATE QUANTITIES AND TYPES OF DRUGS AND CONDUCTING NO EXAMINATIONS

Some doctors have violated the standard of care in so many ways that their cases defy categorization. This Subpart combines those cases together
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under the heading of “numerous inappropriate acts.” Notably the number of doctors engaged in numerous inappropriate acts far exceeds the number of cases in the other categories discussed above.

The case of Judson Somerville is particularly egregious. Dr. Somerville operated pain clinics in Laredo and Corpus Christi, Texas, though he failed to properly register the clinics with the state medical board. In an audit of Dr. Somerville’s records, the Texas Medical Board found that 201 of 219 patients seen at the Corpus Christi location in June 2013 received a prescription for opioids or other pain drugs. Dr. Somerville authorized and permitted his employees to use pre-signed prescription pads to issue Schedule II controlled substances while he was on vacation. Records from Wal-Mart and Walgreens demonstrated that those pharmacies “filled dozens of prescriptions issued and refills authorized in [Dr. Somerville’s] name, most of them for opioids and other pain medications during weeks . . . when [Dr. Somerville] was on vacation and away from his clinics.”

The medical board’s investigation found that Dr. Somerville failed to conduct adequate medical histories of his patients and failed to perform any physical examinations on patients after their first visits, “even when they reported new locations or triggers for the pain.” He diagnosed some patients with lumbar disc disorders with myelopathy (essentially, a spinal cord injury) without doing imaging studies. The board further found that Dr. Somerville “made diagnoses that did not seem to correspond to any of the chief complaints or physical examination findings.”

In an audit of sixteen patients, the board found that Dr. Somerville had prescribed “large doses of potent opioids to nearly every patient, at nearly every visit.” Although the standard of care required chronic pain patients to be seen at least monthly, patients went several months between visits. Dr. Somerville instead did much of his prescribing by phone, making it impossible to tell how phoned-in prescriptions related to patients’ treatment plans.

The board also found that Dr. Somerville “habitually increased medications and/or dosages even though there was little evidence that opioid
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therapy was effective at relieving their pain and improving their functions.”

Dr. Somerville “prescribed doses of some pain medications that were so high they posed a serious risk of toxicity and overdose to his patients.” For instance, in one of the audited patient files, Dr. Somerville prescribed 550 doses of injectable Demerol over a five-month period even though Demerol is so dangerous and addictive that some emergency rooms will not use it.

The medical board found additional shocking facts. For instance, four of the sixteen patients reported that their medications had been stolen and requested early refills, which is a sign of drug abuse. Five of the sixteen patients reviewed by the medical board “traveled long distances” to see him, which the board concluded “is a sign of potential abuse or diversion.” Finally, three of Dr. Somerville’s patients died of drug overdoses within days of receiving prescriptions from him.

At the same time that Dr. Somerville was engaged in all of the violations detailed above, he was paid $67,000 by the maker of Subsys—the same powerful and addictive opioid for cancer treatment that contributed to revocation of other physicians’ licenses. Not surprisingly, Dr. Somerville was a top prescriber of Subsys.

The Texas Medical Board revoked Dr. Somerville’s license in 2017. Despite the excessive prescribing, pre-signed prescription pads, three patient deaths, and numerous other violations, it does not appear that federal or state prosecutors have brought criminal charges.

Other physicians have lost their licenses for prescribing inappropriate types and quantities of drugs. For instance, according to news reports, Dr. Mahmood Ahmad lost his Alaska medical license for inappropriately prescribing Subsys and for prescribing too many pills. Dr. Ahmad dramatically increased his prescriptions of Subsys from fifty in total to 1,450 over a two-year period after being “wined and dined” and receiving large speaker fees from the manufacturer. Dr. Ahmad had medical licenses in multiple locations and was spending one week a month in Alaska. The medical
board alleged that he wrote 179 prescriptions in a three-day visit to Alaska.\footnote{Alex DeMarban, \textit{Pain Doctor Defends His Practice in Effort to Save His License}, ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS, https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/crime-justice/2016/05/27/pain-doctor-defends-his-practice-in-effort-to-save-his-license/ (June 27, 2016).} Dr. Ahmad was not criminally prosecuted.\footnote{A search of federal and state criminal court dockets did not turn up criminal charges.}

The West Virginia Medical Board initially suspended and then three years later revoked the license of Dr. Phillip Fisher, who treated seven patients who fatally overdosed.\footnote{Natalie Belville, \textit{WVPain Clinic Physician Barred from Resuming Practice}, STATE J. (June 9, 2016), https://www.wvnews.com/statejournal/news/wv-pain-clinic-physician-barred-from-resuming-practice/article_5e51af12-81e8-5c39-81c1-886bf9853210.html.} The medical board alleged that he was involved in sexual relationships with three women who he was prescribing drugs to.\footnote{Id.} One woman who lived with Fisher allegedly overdosed from a fentanyl patch that another patient had returned to Dr. Fisher.\footnote{Id.} The board also contended that Dr. Fisher prescribed multiple opioids to a woman “without monitoring her or ever giving her a urine drug screen or doing a pill count.”\footnote{Id.} The board found that Dr. Fisher “developed and maintained a romantic relationship with that woman while she was his patient.”\footnote{Id.} The board found that Dr. Fisher continued to prescribe opioids to patients who he knew were misusing the drugs.\footnote{Id.} In the case of another patient who died, the board found that Dr. Fisher prescribed opioids even though the patient missed several appointments and “was obtaining multiple prescriptions for controlled substances from other providers and using different pharmacies to fill them.”\footnote{Id.} In yet another case, the board concluded that Dr. Fisher was prescribing drugs to a patient who he had not seen in almost a year and while knowing that the patient was obtaining painkillers from multiple doctors.\footnote{Id.} There is no record of a criminal prosecution against Dr. Fisher.\footnote{A search of federal and state criminal court dockets did not turn up criminal charges.}

The Illinois disciplinary board charged with overseeing physicians suspended the license of Dr. Raman Popli after a lengthy DEA investigation.\footnote{Jordyn Reiland, \textit{McHenry Doctor Has License Suspended After Federal Investigation Alleges He Overprescribed Pain Medication}, NORTHWEST HERALD (Mar. 15, 2017, 12:42 AM), https://www.nwherald.com/2017/03/14/mchenry-doctor-has-license-suspended-after-federal-investigation-alleges-he-overprescribed-pain-medicationahlkljios/.} Investigators found that Dr. Popli prescribed more than 350,000 units of controlled substances over a two-year period.\footnote{Id.} When two undercover agents came to Dr. Popli’s office complaining of soreness, he prescribed opioids to
both of them without conducting a thorough examination or taking x-rays.\textsuperscript{220} He also prescribed pain medications to 250 patients from out of state, which is a warning sign of improper prescribing.\textsuperscript{221} There appears to be no record of state or federal prosecution against him.\textsuperscript{222}

In 2017, the Oklahoma State Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision requested a hearing on Dr. Jan Rosnow—a pediatric anesthesiologist who was nevertheless collecting a salary in excess of $300,000 per year by working in pain management and hospice medicine.\textsuperscript{223} The medical board alleged that Dr. Rosnow allowed office staff to write prescriptions for her without examining the patients.\textsuperscript{224} The medical board alleged a slew of additional violations, including that Dr. Rosnow had written false or fictitious prescriptions for narcotics and indiscriminate and excessive prescribing of narcotics.\textsuperscript{225} Rather than contest the allegations, Dr. Rosnow conceded that she lacked the ability to practice medicine and voluntarily surrendered her license.\textsuperscript{226} It does not appear that prosecutors brought any criminal charges.\textsuperscript{227}

In New Jersey, the medical board agreed to a consent order with Dr. Moishe Starkman in which he agreed to stop practicing medicine in exchange for avoiding monetary fines.\textsuperscript{228} A twenty-two-year-old patient died after Dr. Starkman “prescribed Xanax and up to 240 pain pills per month over a three-year period without ever reassessing the man’s dosage.”\textsuperscript{229} In the initial complaint seeking to revoke his license, the medical board noted that Dr. Starkman “routinely prescribed hundreds of opioid pills to patients—even to those who showed signs they may have been addicted to the drugs or were diverting them for illegal use.”\textsuperscript{230} The medical board contended that Dr. Starkman “gave one woman prescriptions to take one oxycodone pill every hour for an entire month, or 720 pills total.”\textsuperscript{231}

The acting director of the Consumer Affairs Division (an arm of the civil side of the Attorney General’s Office) explained that “[i]f ever a case called for
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a permanent license revocation, it’s this one.”232 The criminal side of the Attorney General’s Office did not bring charges.233

In New Mexico, the medical board suspended (and eventually entered into an agreed voluntary license surrender) the license of Dr. John Flores.234 The board alleged that over a one-year period he wrote prescriptions for more than 500,000 oxycodone pills.235 Although located in Silver City, New Mexico (far from the borders of Arizona and Texas), he wrote prescriptions for patients in nine states that were filled in over 100 pharmacies.236 In 2015, four of his patients who were prescribed large quantities of controlled substances died.237 Neither state nor federal prosecutors appear to have brought criminal charges for controlled substances violations.238

Perhaps most emblematic of the failure to prosecute doctors for opioid drug distribution is the case of Dr. John Carl Ferrell, who practiced family medicine in Frisco, Texas, near Dallas.239 On New Year’s Day of 2018, police responded to a domestic disturbance call and found Dr. Ferrell and “a female patient who was partially undressed and incoherent.”240 Police also found 3.15 grams of cocaine and 1.5 grams of ecstasy and Dr. Ferrell claimed ownership of the drugs.241 Nine months later, the Texas Medical Board suspended Dr. Ferrell’s license.242 The medical board focused in part on his arrest for the cocaine and ecstasy but gave considerably more attention to his misprescribing of opioids.243 The board noted that although Dr. Ferrell was a family physician, he was effectively operating an unlicensed pain management clinic.244 In a
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one-year period, Dr. Ferrell wrote 4,891 prescriptions for controlled substances, of which 92% were opioids.\textsuperscript{245} Assuming 250 working days a year, that amounts to roughly eighteen opioid prescriptions per day being issued by a family physician. In an indication of drug-seeking behavior, patients were allegedly coming to see Dr. Ferrell from as far away as Oklahoma and Louisiana.\textsuperscript{246} The board noted that “patients were coming to see [Dr. Ferrell] for the purpose of obtaining prescriptions for controlled substances from cities and towns located hundreds of miles from Frisco, Texas.”\textsuperscript{247} Based on the cocaine found during the domestic dispute, local prosecutors charged Dr. Ferrell with possession of a controlled substance.\textsuperscript{248} Neither state nor federal prosecutors brought charges for the opioid distribution however.\textsuperscript{249}

* * *

The more than two dozen cases described above are not the worst of the worst from the opioid crisis. Other physicians ran pill mills that distributed far greater numbers of pills and served hundreds of obviously addicted individuals.\textsuperscript{250} Other doctors engaged in crystal clear transactions in which they sold opioids for cash as if they were operating a convenience store.\textsuperscript{251} While the cases highlighted above are surely not as egregious as the worst offenders, neither can we deny that some of them involved drug dealing. In many of the cases described above, doctors clearly handed out prescriptions for dangerous, addictive drugs for which there was no legitimate medical purpose.

IV. LESS AGGRESSIVE PROSECUTIONS AGAINST DOCTORS

Over the last few years, prosecutors have brought many criminal cases against doctors. Some, as noted above, are aggressive prosecutions in which
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\textsuperscript{249} A search of federal and state criminal court dockets did not turn up criminal charges.

Another category of misconduct is doctors improperly prescribing drugs to family. Some of these cases have arisen in the opioid epidemic and not resulted in prosecution. For instance, the Alabama medical board temporarily suspended the license of Dr. Barry Lumpkins for, inter alia, prescribing controlled substances to his girlfriend and close family member. See Al Whitsaker, Shoals Doctor Has Medical License Suspended; State Board Says He Tested Positive for Oxycodone, Kept ‘Home Stock’ of Demerol, WHNT NEWS 19 (Jan. 24, 2017), https://whnt.com/2017/01/24/shoals-doctor-has-medical-license-suspended-state-board-says-he-tested-positive-for-oxycodone-kept-home-stock-of-demerol/. The Pennsylvania medical board suspended the medical license of Dr. Daljit Singh because he prescribed numerous drugs including the opioid hydrocodone to a nurse he worked with and began dating. Dr. Singh also prescribed drugs to his girlfriend’s daughter. See Theresa Clift, Board Cites Prescriptions for Girlfriend in Suspending Pittsburgh Doctor, TRIB LIV (Aug. 1, 2017, 5:33 PM), https://archive.triblive.com/news/pittsburgh-allegeny/board-cites-prescriptions-for-girlfriend-in-suspending-pittsburgh-doctor/.


\textsuperscript{251} See, e.g., Terry Spencer, Florida ‘Pill Mills’ Were ‘Gas on the Fire’ of Opioid Crisis, ASSOC. PRESS (July 20, 2019), https://apnews.com/article/0ced46b303cb448fa866b9fla06d9b6f0e (discussing on-site pharmacies at pill mills that sold oxycodone at $10 per pill).
prosecutors threw the book at the doctors. In these cases, prosecutors brought numerous counts of distributing controlled substances and sought stiff sentences.\textsuperscript{252} Other prosecutions are much less aggressive. As described below in Part IV.A, prosecutors have secured guilty pleas for drug distribution but agreed to plea bargains with light sentences. In other instances, as detailed in Part IV.B, prosecutors have taken the easier avenue of allowing defendants to plead to white-collar charges such as forgery, health care fraud, structuring, and tax crimes, rather than pressing forward and pursuing more serious drug distribution charges.

A. CONVICTIONS (BUT LIGHT PUNISHMENTS) FOR DEALING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

In the more egregious cases, prosecutors have brought charges against doctors for controlled substances violations. Even when the facts have been egregious and juries have convicted though, that does not mean there were lengthy sentences. In some cases, the punishments seem quite light and grossly out of line with the sentences for defendants peddling equally dangerous drugs on the street.

For instance, in Kokomo, Indiana, it was well known that the Waggoner Medical Clinic—owned by Dr. Donald and Dr. Marilyn Waggoner—was the place to go for opioids.\textsuperscript{255} According to a prosecutor, “[i]f you wanted pills, you went to Waggoners. It was common knowledge.”\textsuperscript{254} Investigators found that many patients were receiving opioid prescriptions that were larger than necessary, and that twenty-seven patients linked to the clinic died from drugs.\textsuperscript{255} Prosecutors brought a slew of charges—including controlled substances dealing charges—against four doctors and three physician assistants.\textsuperscript{256} While multiple defendants were convicted, only Dr. Donald Waggoner received a prison sentence.\textsuperscript{257} His sentence was only two years, and “[w]ith good time credit, the sentence amounted to a year in prison, but he was released with less than a year served.”\textsuperscript{258}

In Illinois, prosecutors brought charges of Medicare fraud and illegally prescribing controlled substances, including oxycodone, against Dr. Sathish
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Narayanappa Babu.\textsuperscript{259} Dr. Babu did not actually see or examine patients and instead permitted staff to fill out prescriptions and order refills.\textsuperscript{260} He was sentenced to eighteen months.\textsuperscript{261}

In New Jersey, Dr. Alan Faustino—who had treated celebrities such as Billy Idol and Paula Abdul—pledged guilty to distributing controlled substances.\textsuperscript{262} In exchange for $300, he would write an opioid prescription without conducting a physical examination.\textsuperscript{263} According to prosecutors, he “led a drug ring that put more than 1,200 pills on the street each day.”\textsuperscript{264} Under a plea deal, Dr. Faustino received a sentence of only four years and he was paroled after serving less than seven months.\textsuperscript{265} Notably, the sentencing judge could have imposed a sentence of up to ten years but decided to hand down the lighter four-year sentence because Dr. Faustino would lose his medical license.\textsuperscript{266}

\textbf{B. ALLOWING DOCTORS TO PLEAD GUILTY TO WHITE COLLAR CRIMES IN LIEU OF DRUG DEALING CHARGES}

In some cases, doctors lost their medical licenses and were convicted of serious crimes, but prosecutors dropped the controlled substances charges. For instance, consider the case of Dr. Paul DiLorenzo who wrote prescriptions for massive amounts of oxycodone and collected more than $2 million in cash payments from his patients.\textsuperscript{267} The New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners alleged that Dr. DiLorenzo “demanded cash from his patients”\textsuperscript{268} and that he would “charge people $500 for an initial visit and $300 for follow-up visits, giving them 240 tablets of oxycodone each time without a medical examination.”\textsuperscript{269} On at least thirty-five occasions, he allegedly received more than $10,000 per day in cash from patients.\textsuperscript{270} Prosecutors initially brought
drug distribution charges for violating the Controlled Substances Act but ultimately agreed to let him plead guilty to the crime of structuring.\textsuperscript{271} He was sentenced to forty-six months on the white-collar charges, rather than the much more severe penalties associated with drug distribution charges.\textsuperscript{272}

Similarly, in Maryland, prosecutors originally indicted Dr. Kofi Shaw-Taylor—a urologist—on hundreds of counts of drug dealing for his role in a pill mill.\textsuperscript{273} Prosecutors alleged that patients were paying upwards of $500 for an office visit and receiving opioid prescriptions in exchange.\textsuperscript{274} Two patients allegedly died as a result of prescriptions from Dr. Shaw-Taylor and he originally faced two life sentences.\textsuperscript{275} Prosecutors, however, did not hold firm on the drug distribution charges. They agreed to a guilty plea on Medicaid fraud charges and Dr. Shaw-Taylor received two concurrent five-year sentences.\textsuperscript{276} After deducting pre-trial detention when he was under house-arrest, his sentence will amount to less than four years.\textsuperscript{277}

Over a four-year period, Dr. Mihir Bhatt prescribed more than 1.8 million oxycodone pills to longshoremen in Brooklyn and Staten Island, New York.\textsuperscript{278} He wrote nearly 12,000 prescriptions in two years and netted more than $12 million in proceeds.\textsuperscript{279} Dr. Bhatt would dispense pills from his home in New Jersey, while claiming to have examined the patients in his New York office.\textsuperscript{280} According to the DEA,

Patients paid for the alleged pain management services by using their insurance and received prescriptions for oxycodone based upon perfunctory or nonexistent treatment rendered by Bhatt . . . .

\textsuperscript{271} See id. Structuring is the act of breaking financial transactions into smaller parts in order to evade bank reporting requirements. See 31 U.S.C. § 5324.
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Participating patients would call to get prescriptions for oxycodone and would receive them in return for billable office visits that did not occur, or which were perfunctory and lasted only an average 3–5 minutes.\(^\text{281}\)

Dr. Bhatt was convicted for his role in the opioid prescribing scheme—but not for distributing controlled substances.\(^\text{282}\) Prosecutors agreed to let him plead guilty to insurance fraud and he received a sentence of six months in jail and five years of probation.\(^\text{283}\)

Indiana prosecutors brought charges against Dr. William Hedrick for forgery and registration violations.\(^\text{284}\) The charges were based on Dr. Hedrick and his staff using the prescription pads and registration numbers of other people to prescribe narcotics.\(^\text{285}\) The DEA became aware of misconduct at Dr. Hedrick’s practice after:

\begin{quote}
[P]harmacies informed the DEA that the total volume of “controlled substance prescriptions being prescribed out of [Hedrick’s] . . . medical practice” was alarming. The pharmacies indicated that Hedrick’s clinic was prescribing “dangerous combinations of controlled substances,” i.e., “narcotics . . . with anti-depressant.” Some other pharmacies had altogether stopped filling prescriptions from Hedrick and his practice.\(^\text{286}\)
\end{quote}

The over-prescribing at Dr. Hedrick’s practice allegedly led to the death of eight patients.\(^\text{287}\) Yet, it does not appear that prosecutors brought charges for drug dealing. They charged him only with the less serious white-collar crimes of forgery and registration violations.\(^\text{288}\)

In Michigan, prosecutors charged Dr. Steven Owen for Medicaid fraud after he allegedly prescribed opioids to undercover investigators who did not complain of pain.\(^\text{289}\) One of the investigators apparently told Dr. Owen that she wanted the drugs because she “liked to ‘party and drink alcohol’ with her medication.”\(^\text{290}\) Dr. Owen allegedly responded “Oh, God, yeah man” and wrote the prescription.\(^\text{291}\) An expert who reviewed a patient file concluded that Dr. Owen did not try to determine the cause of the patient’s pain and instead
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“fabricated diagnoses to justify prescribing controlled substances.” While Medicaid fraud charges are serious and carry prison time, the possible punishment is far less than the possible punishment for distributing a controlled substance.

***

The light punishment cases discussed in Part IV.A and the lesser white-collar offense cases in Part IV.B are surely not an exhaustive list. If local media fails to capture a criminal prosecution—especially a guilty plea in which the defendant waived his appeals—it is incredibly difficult to unearth the case. As such, the prosecutions discussed above are likely just a subset of a much larger group of cases in which prosecutors agreed to light sentences for opioid drug distribution or forewent the drug distribution charges altogether.

V. REASONS WHY PROSECUTORS HAVE BEEN LESS AGGRESSIVE IN CHARGING DOCTORS WITH DRUG DISTRIBUTION

Prosecutors have certainly not shirked their duties when it comes to bringing charges against the most egregious pill mill doctors. As discussed above, prosecutors have brought drug distribution charges against the worst of the worst offenders. Failing to do so would be politically unwise for local elected prosecutors and embarrassing for federal prosecutors. This Article maintains, however, that both federal and state prosecutors have not been aggressive about bringing opioid distribution charges against doctors who occupy the next rung down in the chain—doctors who were engaged in less egregious but still arguable criminal misconduct. When doctors lost their licenses for knowingly misprescribing opioids (albeit not at the level of a pill mill), prosecutors have sometimes given a pass on criminal charges. There are many possible reasons why prosecutors have declined to bring charges. This Part discusses the legal, resource, litigation, and psychological challenges that lead to under-prosecution.

First, there are particular characteristics of physician defendants that make them harder to prosecute. On average, doctors are wealthier than most criminal defendants. This means they can retain talented defense attorneys and fund the litigation maneuvering that retained lawyers bring to the table. Although drug distribution cases are not traditional white-collar cases, they nevertheless are more complex and paper-intensive than street drug deal
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cases. Engaged and highly competent attorneys can file motions, retain experts, and use a host of other tactics that make it harder for prosecutors to win. Prosecutors—particularly overburdened state prosecutors—may thus turn their attention to other defendants who would be easier to convict.

In addition to their wealth, doctors as a class may be more difficult to convict in the courtroom because of their high-prestige status. Americans rank the job of physician as the highest prestige job in the United States. Not surprisingly, in the civil context, physicians are likely to win medical malpractice lawsuits. Prosecutors can, of course, “flip the script” and tell a jury that the physician defendant has abused his vaulted position as a trusted healer. But talented defense lawyers will have the opportunity to convince the jury of all the schooling and hard work a doctor undertook so that he could spend years helping the community. And if a physician was doing more than simply running a pill mill, he will be able to point to patients whose lives he materially improved. The defense can present the testimony of some patients who were suffering tremendous pain and who benefitted from the opioids prescribed by the doctor. The defense may even be able to identify patients whose lives were saved by the doctor.

The fact that doctors are well-resourced and can tell positive stories about the patients they helped obviously would not preclude prosecutors from bringing drug distribution charges. But, at the margins, these factors make prosecutions less likely.

A second reason that may deter prosecutors from bringing opioid distribution charges against doctors is the recent American understanding of pain as the fifth vital sign. In the 1990s, some doctors as well as the American Pain Society began to push the idea that pain should be treated with the same attention as the four basic vital signs: pulse rate, temperature, respiration rate, and blood pressure. By 2001, the Joint Commission, a not-for-profit entity that accredits more than 20,000 health care organizations, insisted that doctors

---
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conduct detailed assessments of pain for each patient. Because governmental bodies require Joint Commission accreditation to receive Medicare reimbursement, hospitals and other health care organizations also adopted the idea of pain as a fifth vital sign. In short order, the concept slipped into the American consciousness. Now, in almost every hospital room (as well as some doctor’s offices) people are accustomed to seeing pain scales with smiling and scowling faces on the wall.

The development of pain as the fifth vital sign likely bears some responsibility for the opioid crisis. And it may contribute to the difficulty of prosecuting doctors. Americans have grown accustomed to the idea that patients should have their pain immediately remedied. Prosecutors thus surely know that doctors who are accused of over-prescribing will respond with an emotional appeal that will resonate with jurors—they were only trying to decrease the type of suffering that Americans have grown accustomed to having treated. Put simply, in a world where pain management is as important to patients as heart rate and blood pressure, it is more difficult to put doctors on trial for prescribing too much pain medication.

A third factor that may make prosecutors reluctant to bring opioid drug dealing charges is the availability of medical board discipline. Revoking a medical license serves incapacitative, retributive, and general deterrence purposes. Doctors who over-prescribe drugs are dangerous because they are licensed to practice medicine and can distribute controlled substances to patients. If those doctors’ licenses are revoked, the doctors are no longer dangerous to the community—they are incapacitated by the administrative revocation of their licenses.

Further, prosecutors may conclude that losing a license is retributive because the doctors are losing their livelihood. Physicians are well-paid and, as noted above, their profession carries enormous prestige. When medical boards revoke physicians’ licenses, the doctors will suffer, even if they are not incarcerated. Indeed, prosecutors likely recognize that it is rare for doctors to lose their licenses, so that may even increase the feeling that the doctor has
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already been severely punished. Additionally, some (though certainly not all) prosecutors might factor in the subjective experience of punishment when thinking about the significance of losing a medical license.\textsuperscript{307} Many doctors have grown accustomed to wealth and prestige, and taking away that success may hit them harder than other “non-elite” individuals who lose access to a particular profession.

Additionally, when a medical board revokes a doctor’s license, prosecutors might see it as serving the same general deterrence function that we normally turn to the criminal law for. License revocations often result in media stories,\textsuperscript{308} which are surely widely distributed in the medical community. Medical board decisions to revoke licenses may thus deter other doctors from over-prescribing opioids in the same way that convictions and incarceration would.

A fourth disincentive to prosecutors bringing drug distribution charges against opioid prescribers is the availability of other, easier-to-prove charges.\textsuperscript{309} Prosecutors sometimes forego drug distribution charges and instead charge health care fraud and related offenses.\textsuperscript{310} As detailed in Part II, prosecutors can bring federal controlled substances charges against a licensed physician when he writes a prescription without a “legitimate medical purpose . . . in the usual course of his professional practice.” This standard is not clear.\textsuperscript{311} A defendant caught red-handed dealing cocaine will have a hard time convincing a jury to acquit him. By contrast, a doctor prescribing opioids can argue that (1) there was a legitimate medical purpose for the prescriptions; and (2) even if there were no such purpose that the doctor believed there was such a purpose.

On the first point, the doctor can take the witness stand and explain to the jury about his experience treating pain and how opioids serve a legitimate purpose. In lieu of testifying (or in addition to testifying), the doctor can hire an expert witness to make the same argument.

On the second point, the doctor can make a scienter argument that he lacked the knowledge mens rea in the controlled substances statute because he did not know the prescription was unauthorized or that he did not realize that it was for an illegitimate medical purpose.\textsuperscript{312} Courts also have interpreted the statute to afford doctors a good faith exception.\textsuperscript{313}
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As Professor Deborah Hellman and other scholars have observed, the ambiguity of the criminal statute when applied to doctors creates the risk that doctors will be prosecuted unfairly for conduct that was not clearly indicated in advance to be illegal. On the other hand, however, the ambiguity may serve to make it difficult for a prosecutor to tell a jury exactly what a doctor has done wrong. The term “legitimate medical purpose” could be broadly interpreted by jurors to focus on the good things a doctor has done for a patient or a group of patients, while minimizing the doctor’s misconduct. Unlike street dealers, who cannot point to legitimate activity when they dispense illegal drugs, doctors can point to some cases in which opioid prescriptions served a legitimate medical purpose. These legitimate acts for some patients may distract jurors from other cases in which there was no legitimate medical purpose to give a patient the type or quantity of opioids prescribed. In short, it is likely somewhat difficult to convince a jury that a defendant should be found guilty for prescribing drugs with no legitimate medical purpose when a visible part of the doctor’s practice did involve legitimate medical activity. When we add that prosecutors will have to win a “battle of the experts,” prosecutors may simply conclude that it is easier to bring other criminal charges—such as health care fraud, structuring, or tax evasion—for which the elements are clearer and the existence of a paper trail makes it easier to prove.

There are a number of reasons—including doctors’ prestige and resources, the development of pain as the fifth vital sign, the availability of easier-to-prove charges, and a vague statutory scheme that can be interpreted in an overly generous fashion—that make it less likely for doctors to be prosecuted for improperly distributing opioids. The next question is how legislatures should deal with the under-prosecution problem.

---

As Professor Hellman explains, “Some courts find that the mens rea requirement of ‘knowingly or intentionally’ for the ‘distributing’ and ‘controlled substance’ elements also applies to the fact that distribution in that context is unauthorized. Alternatively, other courts read the mens rea requirement into their interpretation of what constitutes a ‘legitimate medical purpose.’” Id. (footnote omitted).
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315. One final reason—an explanation that is hard to prove—could also be at play in limiting doctor prosecutions. It is possible that there is a norm that doctors who voluntarily surrender their licenses during the medical board disciplinary process will be less likely to face criminal charges. It is possible that prosecutors’ offices give signals—and in turn that medical boards reiterate these signals to physicians—that voluntary license surrenders will be looked upon favorably by prosecutors in making charging decisions. This explanation intuitively makes sense given the large number of voluntary license surrenders. For instance, a study of physicians disciplined in California found 375 disciplined and another 73 doctors who voluntarily surrendered their licenses. James Morrison & Peter Wickersham, Physicians Disciplined by a State Medical Board, 279 JAMA 1889, 1890 (1998). On the other hand, there may be other factors that explain the voluntary surrenders. For instance, doctors might surrender their licenses rather than deal with the cost or potentially damaging admissions involved in a disciplinary proceeding.
VI. LEGISLATURES SHOULD BETTER FUND STATE MEDICAL BOARDS, FEDERAL AND STATE PROSECUTORS, AND MEDICAL EXPERTS

The under-prosecution of doctors in the opioid crisis raises the question of what actions legislatures can take to ensure dangerous physicians are criminally prosecuted. This Part explores two solutions—one wise and the other less so—that legislatures could embrace to punish over-prescribing doctors.

A. AVOIDING THE TEMPTATION TO EXPAND THE STATUTE

This Article has taken the view that some doctors have improperly escaped criminal liability for their role in the opioid crisis. It is therefore tempting to suggest that federal and state legislatures broaden their criminal statutes, perhaps by lowering the mens rea or expanding the liability standard. That temptation is dangerous however. Criminal justice scholars have long criticized how legislatures have given prosecutors vast power by creating too many criminal statutes and by drafting statutes that are too broad.316 A large menu of charges and broad statutes gives prosecutors tremendous power.317 Scholars have also criticized how prosecutors have wielded that power in some cases in an overly aggressive fashion to lock up too many people.318 Broader laws to prosecute doctors—even for outrageous opioid prescribing—would raise the same concerns about excessive prosecutorial power and over-reaching prosecutions.

Moreover, broader criminal liability runs the risk of over-deterring law-abiding doctors. We already know that some doctors are reluctant to prescribe pain medication out of fear of civil and criminal liability.319 Moreover, social science research tells us that law-abiding individuals are less likely to engage in risky behavior.320 A more expansive criminal liability standard may therefore cause some doctors who should be willing to prescribe legitimate pain medicine to be over-deterred. That could yield the tragic result of patients who are in tremendous pain being unable to find physicians to help them. In turn, individuals in chronic pain may be pushed onto the streets to acquire

317. See Stuntz, supra note 316, at 519. My colleague Jeff Bellin has recently challenged this view, arguing that academics have failed to appreciate the power of legislators and police. See Jeffrey Bellin, The Power of Prosecutors, 94 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 171 (2019).
319. See supra notes 9-10 and accompanying text.
Put simply, it is important not to put doctors in a position that will cause them to over-correct. 322

Finally, it does not appear that the statutory language of the Controlled Substances Act is the primary obstacle hindering prosecution. In a number of cases described in Parts III and IV above, it seems quite possible to demonstrate that the doctors were prescribing opioids without a legitimate medical purpose and outside the usual course of professional practice. When doctors are writing prescriptions without conducting examinations, exchanging sex for prescriptions, or distributing opioids designed for cancer patients to other types of patients while taking money from the drug manufacturers, it would seem possible for prosecutors to satisfy the statutory obligation of proving the doctors were knowingly acting without a legitimate medical purpose.

Something other than the statutory language is likely the primary obstacle preventing prosecutors from bringing criminal cases. Thus, rather than changing the statutory language, it may be more fruitful to approach the problem by empowering the medical boards and prosecutors who we ask to ferret out the improper prescribing.

B. TARGETED RESOURCES FOR STATE MEDICAL BOARDS AND PROSECUTORS’ OFFICES

The best way for legislatures to remedy the under-prosecution problem is to enhance resources for both state medical boards and local prosecutors.

Even though they are not criminal agencies, state medical boards can be a crucial partner in the prosecution of misprescribing doctors. State medical boards are empowered to open disciplinary cases at an early stage based on referrals from patients and other doctors. 323 State medical boards can conduct an investigation by reviewing patient files, interviewing witnesses, and consulting with medical experts. The factual findings of the board are then preserved in written reports accompanying the orders suspending or revoking the doctors’ licenses. In short, state medical boards gather the same type of evidence that prosecutors must acquire to prove a doctor was prescribing opioids without a legitimate medical purpose and outside the course of professional practice. And because most prosecutors’ offices have extremely

321. See Bowers & Abrahamson, supra note 7, at 807 (noting that “current enforcement efforts have succeeded only in minimizing prescription drug use and the diversion of prescription drugs into illicit markets” and that “prescription drug users have been redirected into those same markets”); Kelly K. Dineen, Definitions Matter: A Taxonomy of Inappropriate Prescribing to Shape Effective Opioid Policy and Reduce Patient Harm, 67 U. KAN. L. REV. 961, 974–76 (2019); see also QUINONES, supra note 6 (detailing the history of America’s opioid epidemic).

322. See Dineen, supra note 321, at 990. This is not to say that the current statutory framework is without problems. As Professor Deborah Hellman and others have observed, the ambiguity of the mens rea portion of the statutory scheme is so vague that it allows prosecutors to bring criminal charges in cases where doctors were naive or fooled into trusting patients they should not have. See Hellman, supra note 82, at 715–33.

323. See supra Part I.
limited resources to hire medical experts, the state medical boards could simultaneously be providing a roadmap for prosecutors to use in subsequently bringing criminal charges.\(^{324}\)

Unfortunately, state medical boards are under-staffed and over-worked. Because they receive thousands of referrals each year, staff members must juggle large caseloads.\(^{325}\) Some cases are therefore not adequately investigated and the factual record against bad doctors is not developed as robustly as it could be. A study of criminal prosecutions of doctors (albeit from before the opioid crisis) found that the vast majority of criminal convictions occurred before medical boards made a final judgment.\(^{326}\) If state medical boards were robustly ferreting out doctors engaged in misconduct, we would expect the opposite turn of events—state medical board disciplinary action occurring first. Instead, it appears that state medical boards are following prosecutors, rather than leading them. Increased staffing of medical boards could therefore help both in the discipline of doctors\(^{327}\) and also in laying a factual predicate that could be later used in criminal prosecutions.

The same logic applies to the staffing of prosecutors’ offices. Despite having enormous power in individual cases, many local prosecutors’ offices are severely handicapped by excessive caseloads.\(^{328}\) Elected prosecutors are under political pressure to devote most of their resources to violent crime and street drug cases that the public has come to see as the bread-and-butter of state prosecution.\(^{329}\) It is therefore not surprising that the average local prosecutor’s office does not have a robust white-collar division.\(^{330}\) White-collar cases take considerable time and resources that local prosecutors’ offices simply lack.\(^{331}\) And while distribution of a controlled substance is not typically thought of as a white-collar charge, when it involves doctors who are running something short of a pill mill, it takes on all the characteristics of a white-collar case. Prosecutors have to mine patient files and other paper records and they must piece together a case through multiple witnesses. And because doctors are often affluent, prosecutors must deal with talented and well-resourced defense attorneys. All of these factors make it less likely that prosecutors will pursue

\(^{324}\) See Gershowitz & Killinger, supra note 297, at 294.

\(^{325}\) See BOVJERG ET AL., supra note 45, at 22.

\(^{326}\) See Reidenberg & Willis, supra note 10, at 904 (noting that of 47 prosecutions studied, “[i]n only two of these cases did a state medical board make a judgment before criminal action”).

\(^{327}\) See BOVJERG ET AL., supra note 45, at 55–56 (discussing benefits of staff increases).

\(^{328}\) See Gershowitz & Killinger, supra note 297.

\(^{329}\) See Richman & Stuntz, supra note 294, at 601.

\(^{330}\) See id. at 601–02 (“[C]riminal litigation must be rationed not only based on political necessity but also based on cost. . . . That is why high-end white-collar crime is (with a few rare exceptions) a federal preserve; only the feds have the manpower to deal with the long, intricate paper trails, and only the feds can afford to initiate and pursue major investigations without being certain that those investigations will turn up evidence of serious crimes.” (footnote omitted)).

\(^{331}\) See id.
drug dealing charges when the defendants are not the worst of the worst offenders.

State legislatures should therefore provide additional funding not for prosecutors’ offices in general but for specialty prosecutors who can handle opioid prosecutions in particular. The idea of funding specialty prosecutors is not new. State legislatures have regularly appropriated funds to hire prosecutors to handle specific types of cases from drunk driving prosecutions to elder abuse cases. States could take the same approach and fund opioid prosecutors, particularly in counties that have been hardest hit by the opioid epidemic.

There is an even bigger role for the federal government to play in funding opioid prosecutors. Many opioid misprescribing cases are prosecuted by U.S. Attorneys’ offices around the country. Those offices also have limited resources and could bring more doctor prosecutions if they had the attorneys to handle the cases. Accordingly, Congress could appropriate money specifically for opioid prosecutions and target the funding to U.S. Attorneys’ offices located in districts that have suffered the most in the opioid epidemic.

Federal funding for targeted federal prosecutions is also not a new concept. For instance, after the success of Project Exile in Richmond, Virginia, which moved state gun arrests to federal court to make them easier to prosecute, Congress appropriated money to expand the program around the country. Congress provided funding for 114 new prosecutors (and hundreds of ATF agents) to specifically bring federal gun prosecutions.

In addition to state funding for state opioid prosecutors and federal funding for federal opioid prosecutors, we should look to Congress to provide federal grant funding for state and local prosecutors. A model to follow is the Violence Against Women Act, which has long provided federal grant funding to hire state prosecutors to specifically handle domestic violence cases as
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335. See id. at 393 (discussing Act for Effective National Firearms Objectives for Responsible, Common-Sense Enforcement of 2000, 106 H.R. 4066 (2000)).
336. See Lisa R. Pruitt, Place Matters: Domestic Violence and Rural Difference, 23 Wis. J. L. GENDER & SOC’Y 347, 386–87 (2008) (“Responding to deficits in prosecutorial services, Iowa used VAWA funding to hire a special prosecutor. The prosecutor covered three counties, providing technical assistance to law enforcement agencies and domestic violence advocates. Within a year, the counties served by the special prosecutor had increased their conviction rates for domestic abuse cases to exceed the state average.” (footnote omitted)). OFF. ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., 2016 BIENNIAL REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GRANT PROGRAMS UNDER THE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT, at xi, 23–24 (2016), https://www.justice.gov/ovw/page/file/213886/download.
well as to hire experts to train other prosecutors. Similarly, the Department of Justice’s Project Safe Neighborhoods has provided more than $75 million in funding to hire 600 state prosecutors to handle gun violence cases. Other examples include local district attorneys using federal highway grant funds to hire prosecutors to handle driving under the influence cases, and the use of federal funds to hire local prosecutors specifically focused on community drug prosecution. Following these prior successes, Congress could appropriate federal grant funding to help states hire the staff necessary to prosecute doctors (and other actors) responsible for the opioid crisis.

In providing resources, Congress and state legislatures should pay particular attention not just to hiring prosecutors but also to the experts those prosecutors will need to bring successful cases. In determining which doctors should be disciplined, both medical boards and prosecutors’ offices need the assistance of medical experts who can analyze prescribing practices and help the prosecutors and medical boards figure out which cases to pursue. These medical experts are very expensive, sometimes costing $500 or more per hour. At present, because of these high costs and limited budgets, prosecutors and medical boards are not able to retain medical experts as often as they need. Grant funding for experts would thus be extremely valuable.

The idea of federal funding for doctor prosecutions should be feasible, both practically and politically. On a practical level, the Justice Department has already been actively funding state and local governments in an effort to stem the opioid crisis. For instance, in October 2018, the Department announced that it would make almost $320 million in grants to combat the opioid crisis. The following month, it allotted an additional $70 million. Although this funding has been granted to worthy causes such as treatment programs,

337. See Symposium, Panel Three: The Impact of VAWA: Billions (Yes, with a B) for Prevention, Victim Services, Law Enforcement, Underserved Populations and the Courts, and Looking Ahead to VAWA IV, 11 GEO. J. GENDER & L. 571, 586 (2010) (describing how a Michigan prosecutor was funded and helped to train prosecutors and other actors in the criminal justice system).
improving prescription monitoring, and law enforcement training, it does not appear that much, if any, of the funding has been earmarked for hiring prosecutors and medical experts to pursue cases against the doctors who over-prescribed the opioids.

Providing additional funding to hire opioid prosecutors and retain medical experts should not be an insurmountable political battle either. Solving the opioid crisis (and preventing something similar from happening again) is one of the few bipartisan issues in our otherwise divided politics. For instance, in late 2018, both houses of Congress passed a bipartisan bill that contained law enforcement and public health measures and which aimed to block deadly fentanyl from being imported through the mail. To the extent that the two political parties differ, it is over the amount of money to spend in attacking the crisis. Democrats believe the crisis merits tens or even hundreds of billions of dollars in federal funding, while Republicans have proposed less expensive solutions. While Republicans will likely continue to be reluctant to agree to massive federal funding, the Republican party is historically very supportive of law enforcement, and thus, less likely to object to funding for prosecutors and law enforcement initiatives. Moreover, in the grand scheme of funding to deal with the opioid crisis, the amount of money needed to support prosecutors and medical experts—likely in the tens of millions of dollars—is quite modest compared to the billions of dollars being debated for treatment initiatives and other costly programs. In short, federal funding to support the hiring of prosecutors and medical experts should not be politically impossible.

CONCLUSION

Prosecutors have brought criminal charges against doctors for their role in the opioid crisis. Some doctors have even faced serious charges, including drug dealing, health care fraud, structuring, tax evasion, and even manslaughter and murder. High-profile prosecutions of doctors who were running pill mills or who were responsible for the deaths of multiple patients can leave a deceiving impression however. A substantial portion of the public may believe that prosecutors are aggressively pursuing all of the doctors who have misprescribed opioids, in the same way that prosecutors aggressively charge street dealers of heroin. And ethical doctors may be afraid that an aggressive prosecution agenda could lead to them being unfairly prosecuted for mistakenly prescribing opioids to patients who deceived them.

While prosecutors are bringing more drug distribution charges against doctors, the full story about criminal prosecutions is more complicated than the
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general public and the medical community likely realize. While prosecutors are aggressively charging doctors who have engaged in the most egregious behavior, there are many potentially criminal cases in which prosecutors have declined to bring criminal charges. This Article documented more than two dozen cases in which state medical boards revoked or suspended doctors’ licenses for improper opioid prescribing but for which neither federal nor state prosecutors brought criminal charges. There are surely many more cases that have evaded the public spotlight.

Given how rarely medical boards revoke doctors’ licenses for improper prescribing, we should be concerned that many of these cases did not result in criminal prosecutions. Prosecutors face an uphill battle in charging doctors with drug dealing for prescribing drugs without a legitimate medical purpose outside the course of professional practice. Doctors have prestige and the money to hire excellent lawyers, making them more challenging to convict in a courtroom. Prosecutors must also surmount the new American norm of pain being treated as a fifth vital sign, which can be used to explain away misprescribing. Faced with these obstacles, as well as considerable resource constraints, the availability of less serious white-collar charges, and the option of leaving discipline entirely to state medical boards, it is tempting for prosecutors to forego charging doctors with distributing drugs without a legitimate medical purpose.

Declining to prosecute drug distribution cases is problematic however. Doctors who contributed to the opioid epidemic will escape punishment, while street dealers of heroin (which is effectively the same drug as the opioids that come in pill bottles) are rigorously prosecuted. That disparity harms the legitimacy of the criminal justice system. Federal and state criminal codes authorize prosecuting doctors for drug dealing. Doctors should therefore not escape justice when they write opioid prescriptions without physical examinations, trade sex for drugs, or prescribe pills in quantities so high that no person could possibly ingest all of the pills.

The primary reason that prosecutors have declined to bring charges against doctors who lost their medical licenses for drug dealing is simply a lack of resources. Demonstrating that a doctor was dealing drugs requires showing that she knowingly acted without a legitimate medical purpose and outside the course of professional practice. Building that case typically requires witnesses, a review of patient files, analysis from independent medical experts, and possibly even DEA raids and undercover operations. Prosecutors—even federal prosecutors—have limited time and resources however. Prosecutors may believe that there are cases to be made against doctors who lost their medical licenses, but simply lack the means to fully prepare and bring that prosecution.

The solution to the under-prosecution of doctors in the opioid crisis is therefore not to loosen the statutory language that requires proving there was no legitimate medical purpose for the prescriptions. Nor is the answer to
reduce the mens rea below the current threshold of “knowingly” acting without a legitimate medical purpose. Loosening the statutory language or lowering the mens rea would likely over-deter ethical doctors and give rise to (possibly valid) objections that prosecutors hold too much power to prosecute doctors.

Instead, the solution is to provide adequate resources to prosecutors’ offices—at both the federal and state levels—so that prosecutors have the capacity to bring criminal charges in all meritorious cases, rather than turning away cases for lack of time or funding. States should make targeted funding grants to counties with the greatest opioid problems. The federal government should do the same and provide resources to hire additional prosecutors who will focus only on white-collar opioid cases in opioid-ravaged districts across the country. Congress and state legislatures should also be sure to provide funding for medical experts—the backbone of physician drug-dealing cases—who are currently in short supply.

To be sure, society’s primary goal should be to end the opioid crisis. Policymakers must focus on treating the victims and preventing more needless deaths. In doing so, however, we should not allow some of the main protagonists in the epidemic to escape justice. If doctors acted as drug dealers, they should be held accountable.